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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVE

The overall objective of Project 7210, Anti-Jam Communication

Techniques, is very high jam-resistant tactical communications.

The portion of the project described in this report is particularly

concerned with the investigation of spread spectrum techniques that

take advantage of the special characteristics of digitized voice to

improve performance in a jamming environment.*

1.2 BACKGROUND

Spread spectrum systems are used extensively to provide

jam-resistant communications. Jam resistance is proportional to

processing gain, and spread spectrum processing gain is defined as

the ratio of the spread spectrum bandwidth to the data rate, i.e.,

PG = W ss/R . Thus, for a fixed spread spectrum bandwidth, jam

resistance is inversely proportional to data rate. Therefore, jam

resistance can be increased by lowering the data rate.

In an unjammed environment, jam-resistant communication systems

provide a great excess of available channel capacity. In the

presence of jamming, however, changes in the communication and

jammer signal strengths, due to propagation and antenna effects,

cause dynamic variations in the available channel capacity. At

*Some of the results of this study are also applicable to video data
which has some of the same characteristics.



times the capacity may be sufficient to support the reception of

high-fidelity voice. At other times the jammer may defeat the

reception of even low-data-rate compressed voice. The ideal voice

cummunication system should use all of the available channel

capacity to provide the best performance possible for all jamming

levels. Stated another way, this ideal system should match the

information source to the channel.

In a previous work program in jam-resistant data link systems,

we developed an anti-jam (AJ) spread spectrum system that can

directly trade jam resistance for data rate. This system,

referred to as our variable-data-rate/variable-AJ data link, uses

various combinations of spread spectrum techniques to cover a range

of data rates from 50 bps to 575 kbps. This range is divided into

three bands. The signal structure is designed so that data can be

transmitted simultaneously in each of these three data-rate bands.

Within each band, the data rate can be varied over a 16:1 range.

1.3 STUDY PROGRAM

This study considers many aspects of the variable-data-rate/

variable-AJ and multiple-data-rate/multiple-AJ concepts as they

relate to increasing jam resistance and matching a voice source to a

jammed channel. Specifically, this program investigates the

application of variable-data-rate and multiple-data-rate

transmission to digitized voice data. Techniques that increase jam

resistance by lowering the average data rate are considered. Also

studied is the allocation of different amounts of jam resistance to

the bits in a digitized data stream because most voice encoders

produce bits which require different amounts of jam resistance.

2



Our analyses are based on minimizing the mean-square error in

the reconstructed speech waveform. However, the mean-square error

crit2rijn does not always accurately reflect the perceived speech

quality. Because speech quality is highly subjective, listening

tests are needed. Consequently, a system for voice interface to a

computer was assembled. This system provides computer simulation of

speech compression algorithms and allows subjective performance

evaluation. A detailed system description appears in the appendix.

3
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SECTION 2

VARIABLE JAM RESISTANCE fOk f-CM £UT2

Pulse code modulation (PCM) is a wideiy used method for

digitizing analog waveforms. The process incIudes time sampling

the waveform and converting each sample to an N-bit digital word by

means of an A/D converter. Uniform quantization (equal step sizes)

is used for most applications. However, ..-Iaw companding is the

standard method for digitizing voice data. By assigning small step

sizes at low signal levels and increasingly larger step sizes at

higher signal levels, improved performance can be obtained for voice

signals in which low amplitudes predominate.

PCM data is usually transmitted by converting each N-bit

digital sample to a serial data stream in wnJhch all N bits are

transmitted with equal energy. Consequently, the probability of

error is the same for all N bits. However, arn error in the most-

significant-bit position creates a larger error in the reconstructed

analog signal than an error in the least-significant-bit position.

This section considers techniques for improving the quality of PCM

enccded voice data by providing increased jam resistance for the

-most significant bits.

2.1 PCM BIT WEIGHTING

In relatively noise-free environments, i.e., little or no

jamming, little advantage is gained by weivhting the PCM bits.

Because the probability of bit error is so small, speech quality is

high. In very heavily jammed environments, the probability of bit

error is so great that no communication can occur, whatever the

chosen weighting scheme. However, there is a middle region where

the probability of error for PCM bits is moderately low. In this

PREVIOUS PAGE
is BLANK



region, intelligible speech may be communicated and bit weighting

should be beneficial. This study concentrates on the benefits of

bit weighting in that region.

The concept of bit weighting in PCM systemo has been analyzed
[2,3]

by several investigators. Bedrosian introduced weighted PCM in

1953. He examined the improvement afforded by weighting in the

region where the noise produced by incorrect bit decisions equals

the quantization noise.* This methodology is not particularly

suited to speech communication since intelligible speech can still

be communicated at higher levels of bit-error noise. Bedrosian's

ideas have been extended in various ways, but very little analysis

has been devoted to the specific case of speech communication. This

section examines how weighted PCM can be applied to a typical speech

communication system.

2.1.1 Bit Weighting Analysis

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the PCM system under

investigation. Time samples of a bandlimited speech waveform are

amplitude quantized in an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter

according to a particular compression characteristic. In this

discussion, the compression function is separated from the A/D

conversion process although operationally they are probably

performed at the same time. The resulting quantized amplitude

samples are then encoded onto a PCM bit stream in which the

individual bits are weighted (in energy) according to a formula to

*Quantization noise is the error in the reconstructed signal caused

by a finite number of discrete quantization steps.

6
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be derived shortly. After transmission over a channel corrupted by

additive white Gaussian jamming noise, the received bits are

noncoherently detected and decoded. The analog speech signal is

then reconstructed by passing the decoded amplitude samples through

an expander whose characteristic is inverse to the original

compressor characteristic.

The total energy, E, in the N-bit PCM symbol is

NE = L . l

i=l i

where Ei is the energy in the ith bit of the PCM symbol.

The signal-to-jam ratio (SJR) in the channel is defined as the

average energy per bit divided by the jammer noise power spectral

density, which has been normalized to one. Hence

(2)
SJR = E/N

For noncoherent detection, the probability of error of the ith

bit, pi I is

pi = 1, exp (-E./2) (3)

assuming white jamming noise with unity power spectral density and

negligible background noise compared to the jamming noise.

The output signal-to-noIse ratio (SNR) of the system is defined

as

2
SNR = P /(N + N + e2>) (4)s q c

IS



where P is the average output signal power, N is the quantizations q
noise resulting from amplitude quantization of the input (speech)

signal, NO is the mean-square clipping noise resulting from clipping

high-amplitude input signals, and <e'> is the mean-square error

noise resulting from decision errors in the individual PCM symbol

bits. Neither N nor N depends upon the SJR, and PCM symbol bitc q
weighting has no effect upon N and N .c q

The average output signal power, P , is
s

V0

P = 2 x2 p(x) dx
0

where V is the maximum value of the input x. Since the information
0

input is a speech waveform, the amplitude probability distribution

is assumed to be Laplacian, so that

p(x) = (I2/2o) exp(- /2 xI/o) (6)

where " is the standard deviation. Differences in o correspond to

different volume levels among different speakers. The setting of

the clipping voltage, V , relative to ( is somewhat arbitrary. If
0

V is set too low, excessive clipping distortion results. If Vo is
0

set too high, excessive quantization noise results. The mean-square

clipping noise is given by

N = ([ 2/o) 1 (xV 0)2 exp (-2x/) dx (7)
c V 0

0

If the clipping voltage, V , is set to at least 4o, the ratio of N0 C

to P is less than -24.6 dB, and clipping distortion is negligible.s

A value of V 10 i was determined to be reasonable in later
0

experimental tests.

9



For a companding law described by the function y=f(x) the

quantization noise is

V

N = (1/12) f p(x) (dx/dy)2 dx (8)
q-V

0

The remaining term in equation (4) that must be evaluated to

obtain the output SNR is <e 2>. The following analysis investigates

how <e 2> may be reduced by redistributing the available transmitter

energy.

The mean-square error in the reconstructed analog signal is of

the form

2 N
<e = pi B(i)

i~1

where B(i) is the mean-square voltage error due to a channel-induced

error in the it h PCM bit. The exact form of B(i) will be obtained

later for both non-companded and companded systems.

The weights, Ei , that minimize <e2 > subject to the constraint

given by equation (1) must be determined. This problem may be

solved by using Lagrange multipliers, by fo-ming the functional

N N

F(E., X) = E B(i) P. + X(-E + E Ei) (10)

where N is an undetermined multiplier, and then by solving the set

of N equations

aF_ = (11)
3E.

1

10



By using equation (10) in equation (11),

E. =-2 In [4X/B(i)] (12)
1

The unknown multipler I is eliminated by using the constraint given

by equation (1). Then

N

E, = (E-2 1 In B(j)]/N + 2 In B(i) (13)

j=I

This equation shows that the optimum weights depend on the received

SJR. (Recall that the SJR is proportional to E.) Since the

transmitter does not generally know the received SJR, this condition

can not be satisfied easily in practice. However, in order to

determine the best possible performance, assume initially that

optimum weighting is possible.

The mean-square error is now obtained by substituting equations

(3) and (13) into equation (9).

N2

<e = N cxp [-(E - 2 L in B(j))/2N] (14)
0 j=l

where subscript o signifies optimum weighting. Equation (14) is a

general expression for noncoherent detection. If the bits are not

weighted, the mean-square error is again obtained from equation (9)

with E. E/N. This yields

N (15)

< c = xp (-E/2N) 1 B(i)

11



Equations (14J) and (15) are now applied to both the non-companded

and companded cases.

2.1.1.1 Optimum Weighting for Non-Companded PCM. With no L.ompres-

sion, the quantized amplitude samples are represented by a pulse

code of the form

N
_ a.2(16)

where a. ( {0,11. An error in the ith bit results in a reconstructed
1i-I

error of magnitude D2 , where D is the level spacing in the D/A

converter. If the maximum output voltage from this converter is Vol
N0

then D = 2V /2 . The mean-square voltage error is given by

B(i) = D 4 . The mean-square error does not depend upon the

input signal magnitude and therefore does not depend upon its

probability distribution. By using this value for B(i) in equation

(14),

<e 2 > = ND2 exp (-E/2N) (17)
0

For the non-weighted case (E. : E/N), equation (15) yields
1

2 [(4 N_1)12/6] exp(-E/2N) (18)

2. 1. 1.2 Optimum Weighting for Companded PCM. Assume that the

compander follows the standard ii-law compressor characteristic,

given by

v = sn(x) V lo "(1+udx/V )/log(l+) (19)

12



where x is the input to the compressor, y is the output, and 1 is a

constant. Typically p is between 100-255, the standard value being

255. For ix 1= V the compressor exhibits unity gain. The expander0

characteristic inverse to equation (19) is given by

x = V sgf(y')( 1 0 
' sgn( y ' ) l og( l + W) / V

O - lp1l (20)
0

where primes are used to denote the received samples that have been

corrupted by the channel.

.th
A channel error in the i bit results in an error at the

output of the decoder given by

y' - y = + 2i v 12
N  (21)

where it is assumed that the 2N quantizer levels are symmetrically

divided about zero. From equation (20) the error in the

reconstructed signal is

x' - x = sgn(y')C(10sgn(y')PY'l) - sgn (y)C( 1 0sgn(y)PY -i) (22)

where C = V /V i and P = log(l+)/V .
0 0

The mean-square voltage error, B(i), is obtained by squaring

equation (22) and then averaging over the probability distribution

of x, such that

B(i) = E 2
levels a (x'-x) p(x) dx (23)

level

where the summation runs over all the quantizer levels, and p(x) is

the probability density function. The above equation for B(i) is

not a continuous integral over the entire range of x because the

13



factor x'-x is discontinuous over that range. The value of B(i)

depends upon which bit in the PCM word is in error. The mean-square

error for optimum weighting is obtained by evaluating equation (23)

and substituting it in equation (14). Similarly, the mean-square

error for the non-weighted system is obtained by substituting

equation (23) in equation (15).

2.1.1.3 Sub-Optimum Weighting. Equation (13) shows that the

optimum weights are a function of the SJR, a quantity not usually

known at the transmitter. The receiving station could transmit the

SJR back to the original transmitting station, but such a

transmission could be awkward in practice because it requires

two-way transmission capability. Another possibility is to

determine the optimum weights for a particular SJR and use these

weights at all other SJRs. The weights would be sub-optimum and

would increase the mean-square error at all other SJRs. The

degradation in output SNR that this entails is determined by

selecting a particular totai PCM symbol energy, E', and calculating

the optimal weights from equation (13). The mean-square error is

then calculated using equation (9) with a probability of error

Pi , e:Xp [-N(SJR) Ei/2E'] (2)

When SJR E'/N, equation (24) reduces to optimum weighting.

2.1.1.4 Theoretical Performance. The results of the bit weighting

analyses have been evaluated under many conditions. Because 7-bit

companded PCM is the standard for voice encoding, major emphasis is

placed on the performance improvement that can be obtained using bit

weighting for this type of encoding. Figure 2 shows the theoretical

results for unweighted, optimally weighted and sub-optimally

weighted 7-bit companded PCM encoders. The optimum curve was formed

14
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by allowing the number of bits to vary. Optimum weighting provides

approximately 2 dB improvement in signal-to-jam ratio over an

unweighted system. The distinction between improved jam resistance

and improved output SNR should be emphasized. From the figure, an

improvement of 2 dB in jam resistance corresponds to an improvement

in output SNR of approximately 9 dB. Although the improvement in

speech quality at a given jamming level is of importance, the major

emphasis of this study is on improvement in jam resistance which is

2 dB. Figure 2 also shows that sub-optimum weighting, using a fixed

set of weights for all SJRs, provides almost as much improvement as

optimum weighting except at high SJRs. Since speech quality at high

SJRs is already very good, sub-optimum weighting is recommended as a

practical alternative to optimum weighting.

The effect of reducing the number of bits has also been

investigated. Figure 3 shows the performance of 3-, 5-, and 7-bit

encoding using optimum weighting and equal weighting. This

comparison is made using the same total PCM symbol energy, E,

regardless of the number of bits. As the number of bits is reduced,

the energy per bit and jam resistance per bit increase. This

improvement in performance at low SJRs for fewer bits is shown in

the figure. However, at high SJRs as the number of bits is reduced,

quantization noise limits the highest output SNR that can be

obtained. Comparison of the weighted and unweighted curves shows

that optimum weighting is effective only when the number of bits is

high.

Figure 4 compares 7-bit sub-optimum weighting with unweighted

3-, 5- and 7-bit performance. Seven-bit suboptimum weighting pro-

vides the best performance at medium and high SJRs. Only at low

SJRs does 3-bit unweighted coding do better. However, the use of

4-bit unweighted coding severely limits the highest output SNR that

16
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can be obtained due to the quantization noise. Seven-bit

sub-optimally weighted coding offers the best performance over the

widest range of SJRs.

2.1.2 Bit Weighting Experimental Results

The previous analyses used mean-square error and output SNR as

the figures of merit for evaluating speech quality. It is well

known that no single figure of merit adequately predicts speech

quality. Thus the above results, based upon a simple mathematical

model, are only guides in predicting the relative performance of

several approaches. Simulations using real speech are required to

determine exactly how these improvements are perceived.

Facilities for computer simulation of voice coding algorithms

have been constructed as part of this program. The Audio Signal

Conversion Laboratory was assembled to provide the I/O interface to

a VAX 11/780 computer. These facilities, which are described in

more detail in the appendix, have been used to evaluate the

performance of PCM bit weighting. The following paragraphs describe

the experimental methods and the results of the PCM bit weighting

listening tests.

The reference for all experiments is a 7-bit p-law companded

speech signal. This reference is obtained by bandlimiting the

original voice signal to 4 kHz and then sampling it at twice that

frequency. These time samples are uniformly quantized to sixteen

bits and then p-law quantized to seven bits using one's-complement

coding. By expanding this compressed digitized signal back to

analog form, a reference is established for 7-bit P-law companded

speech passed through a perfect channel, i.e., no channel errors.

19



Speech signals for evaluation in a Jamming environment are

generated like the reference, and then bit errors in the channel are

simulated as follows: At a particular input SJR, the total symbol

energy F = (SJR)N. This total energy is apportioned according to

the appropriate weighting scheme, and the probability of error for

the bit is then obtained from equation (3). A pseudo-random number

sequence over the range (0,1) is used to determine which bits are in

error. For each bit in the PCM symbol, a random number is

generated. If that number is less than the calculated probability

of error for that bit, the bit is flagged as an error, i.e., the bit

is complemented. If the random number is greater than the

probability of error for that bit, the bit is flagged as correctly

received. This process is repeated for all of the bits in the PCM

symbol and for all of the symbols within the message. The corrupted

symbol bits are then expanded and converted back to an analog

signal.

In the listening tests, the best coding method is difficult to

chc-se at SJRs above 11 dB because there are so few bit errors.

With equal bit weighting, the errors manifest themselves as

occasional background clicks which are easily integrated out by the

brain. The sub-optimum system reduces the frequency of these clicks

at the expense of a slight muddiness in the speech. Both of the

critical listeners preferred the uniformly weighted system. In

figure 2, the output SNR is lower for the uniformly weighted system

than for the sub-optimally weighted system. Thus for SJRs greater

than about 11 dB, mean-square error is not too helpful in predicting

the perceived quality of the speech. At SJRs below 11 dB the

advantages of the sub-optimum system become apparent in the

listening tests. In this SJR range, the bit errors manifest

themselves as significant background clicking noise. The

sub-optimally weighted system reduces the level of this noise and

20



thereby improves the speech quality. This improvement is again

obtained at the expense of some muddiness in the speech, but the

significant reduction in background noise more than offsets the

increased muddiness. At an SJR of about 5 dB, the sub-optimally

weighted system achieves approximately 2 dB additional jam

resistance over the equally weighted system. This improvement is in

reasonable agreement with the results obtained using the mean-square

error criterion and plotted in figure 2. Other listening tests with

fewer PCM bits also generally agree with the curves in figures 3 and

4 at low and medium SJRs.

2.1.3 Practical Considerations

All of the weighting schemes require redistribution of the

available transmitter energy. This may be accomplished either by

varying the transmitter power for each bit and keeping the bit

duration constant or by keeping the transmitted power for each bit

constant and varying the bit duration. Either variation would, of

course, be proportional to the desired weight for each bit. Since

the transmitter is probably peak-power limited, weighting the bits

in power reduces the average transmitted power. This method

therefore does not use all of the power capabilities of the

transmitter efficiently and is probably only useful in low-

probability-of-intercept applications. Using bit duration as the

weighting technique is more reasonable because the transmitter can

always be set at its maximum power level. Bit-duration weighting

is especially easy to implement if the desired weights are related

by powers of two or at least by integer ratios.

The best weighting method depends upon whether or not the

transmitter knows the SJR at the receiver. If there is a feedback

path from the receiver to the transmitter, the SJR at the receiver
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can be used by the transmitter to adjust weights depending on the

jamming level. This method can be used only if the jamming signal

is continuous rather than pulsed. The effect of various strategies

with receiver-to-transmitter feedback is shown in figure 3.

Consider two strategies: optimum weighting and equal weighting with

fewer bits. If bits are dropped while maintaining the same total

energy per PCM symbol with equal energy in the remaining bits, the

performance is very close to that for optimum bit weighting.

Considering the complexity of implementing optimum bit weighting,

the simpler strategy (dropping bits and redistributing the total

symbol energy equally among the remaining bits) is the recommended

choice.

If there is no feedback path from the receiver to the

transmitter, weights must be preselected and cannot be changed.

Figure 4 depicts four possible weighting possibilities. The 7-bit

sub-optimum weighting curve provides the best performance over the

widest range. However, in applications where high jamming levels

are expected, 3 bits unweighted provide intelligible speech with

better quality. High quantization noise does occur, and this

degrades performance at high SJRs. Although other speech encoding

techniques were not compared in this study, continuously variable

slopr delta modulation (CVSD) encoding at 16 or 32 kbps may provide

better performance at high jamming levels than does 3-bit PCM

encoding at 24 kbps.

2.2 ERROR-CORRECTION CODING FOR PCM

The jam resistance of the most significant bits can be

increased by using a special error-correction coding technique

called mean-square error coding. This method minimizes the

mean-square error in the reconstructed waveform by providing more
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protection for some bits than for others. Moan-quarf' error hcin.

has been discussed by several authors over the last ten yer-rs, rmo;t

recently by G. R. Redinbo. PH 5, Each PCM-encoded N-bit word

represents a number (signal amplitude) of the f-rm

N-i
V
i=O

;here all S = (s , s1 ... , s N 1I  are equally likely. For a ':v,-r

BCH (n,N) code and a specified channel error rat., ,

mean-square error algorithm determines the optimum generatrr ar

parity check matrices. When the number of channel errors exr,-<o

the error-correction capabilities of the code, the errrs in t.-

decoded word are confined to the least-significant-bit po-sitisr

that the mean-square error E[(s-)2 is minimized 71.is r'tL

results in the mean-square error at low SJRs being lower than

standard coding methods. At high SJRs, the mean-square err.r

regardless of the coding method. The reduction in mean-squ.Art, I re

at low SJRs corresponds to an improvement in [erformance, , f

over standard coding methods. This improvement is obtaire, t.,

a very complex algorithm.

Several problems arise when mean-square error '.t :

to PCM-encoded voice data. The assumpt ion Ihat FM'-t t 1,.

samples are equally likely is not true. Th e .:

distribution of speech is shown in figcure 1-. If., ti f, r-

is used, most samples correspond to 1 ,,w am[] it i d,:". . -W " 1 1

other hand, if companding (logarithmic' quart i z:t,, or I -, ,

probability distribution of the samples is more nearly ifrr .

equation (25) does not apply. The non-uniform distributirr of

samples can be handled by modifying the algorithm, thereby

increasing its complexity even more. The matter of logarithmic

quantization requires further study.
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Appl ication u f I, ceall- 5 41 ,Are t Jr n a am mU!i ng

environment poses another proni em. 1ilu k-hallile (error rate, ,is rnot

known a priori but is determined by the jammer. Although is niot

very critical in the algorithm at high SJRs, it, becomfes incre-asingly

important at low SJRs. ThuLS , in o rdetr I u a chle iv E the 1-2 dB

improvement in performance at low SiRs, both termindI s mrust Use the

correct value in the algorithm. Thus, the channt-1 errcr rate must

be measured by the receiver arid sent back to trie transmitter. The

need for a return transmissio)n pathii limits the lStro of this

algorithm in a jamming environinment. In addition, th.ere is a

problem in handling a pulsed jammer that can occnr-tanll change .

The utility of adding coding Must. also bf- considereFd. Typical

performance curves for standard coding r o: ara nlhow! in figure

6. The use of coding improves performance Thctht bif error rate

is low but degrades performianoe when thie thit err,1 Vrte isi high. If

PCM-encoded voice data is being trarr Tltted. it in- ir~jkcnsible to

distinguish between the two cuirves at high, 1)s y listening.

However, at low SJRs, better performol'nce is obtained wi tlVcut ociding

than with coding , and this is the region whreIht i erce

very noticeable. Meani-square urrcr cil i g imrprn\er[& f. rrzr over

stand ard error coding at. low ;3~ and tiher efor i-ccob~i~ cAL soind ch

l ike unooded data . Thus , the per tormanct e,, 1-s tu:t ify he

complexity required to implement meail-;nquare error, coding.

All of' these argument sugges -,t t Ir.ae T U e rlor c'oding

may actually degrade PCM-encode-d ye r-e ! t a) ()T) the, eA~her hand,

mean-square error coding may be useful for coding the coefficients

in linear predictive coding (LFPC). cm type of' coding may be

advisable for these coefficientsi, id metan-S(qUare error coding

should be considered while keeping in rmind the special require-ments

for implementing it as discussed hire.



2.3 CONCLUSIONS

Optimum bit weighting increases jam resistance by approximately

2 dB for 7-bit companded PCM encoding. However, calculation of the

optimum bit weights depends upon the SJR at the receiver. Assuming

that the transmitter knows the SJR and considering the difficulty of

implementation, the best strategy is to adjust the number of bits in

the PCM symbol and to transmit all of those bits with equal energy.

If the SJR is unknown, 7-bit companded PCM with sub-optimum

weighting, i.e., assignment of fixed weights, provides the best

performance over the widest range.

Mean-square error coding is not recommended for PCM encoding of

voice data.
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SECTION 3

ENTROPY CODING FOR PCM

The jam resistance of a voice communication system can be

increased by reducing the number of bits required to transmit a

given amount of speech information in a given time. The reduction

in data rate results in more energy and higher jam resistance for

each of the transmitted bits.

Speech contains much redundancy. The correlation of speech in

time is one form of redundancy. Many voice-compression techniques

reduce this time correlation by using a predictor. A second form of

redu,-4ancv is caused by non-uniform amplitude distribution of the

speech w,,eform. Since low-amplitude samples occur more often,

they convey less information than high-amplitude samples. Entropy

coding can reduce this type of redundancy.

3.1 INFORMATION THEORY AND ENTROPY CODING

When the output of ar information source is a sequence of

equally likely symbols, the sequence carries the maximum amount of

information. If the symbo'.s are not equally likely, entropy coding,

e.g.. Huufman coding, may oe used to convert the sequence into a new

sequence that carries the maximum amount of information per encoded

bit. Entropy coding assigns shorter code words to the more likely

symbols and longer code words to the less likely symbols. The

average information carried by each encoded bit is then a maximum,

and the average encoded bit rate in the channel is reduced. Another

characteristic of the d; .a stream produced by the entropy coder is

that each encoded bit is equally likely to be a one or a zero. Such

an encoded bit carries the maximum amount of information, i.e., one

bit of information.
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3.2 ANALYSIS

In this section, the entropies of both uniformly quantized an.

w-law quantized speech waveforms are compared to the entropy of an

deal entropy coder.

Successive PCM-encoded speech samples may be thought of as a

discrete information source. The entropy, H. of that source is

calculated from

N

.1 = - 1 h(x i ) log 2h(x i )  (2)
1=1

th

where is the number of quantization levels, x. is the i value of

the amplitude x, and h(x. ) is the probability of the it h level being
1

occupied. The entropy calculated from equation (26) gives the

expected value of the information carried per speech sample.

To a good approximation, the amplitude probability distribution

of the speech waveform, p(x), follows a Laplacian distribution

p(x) = (v/22o) exp(-v
1 21xj/o) (27)

where o' is the standard deviation.

To obtain the entropy of inlformly quantized speech samples,

p(x) is set equal to h(x) in equation (26). For non-uniform

quantization, however, the amplitude probability distribution of the

speech samples after companding must be determined first. This

problem may be analyzed as a random variable X with distribution
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function p(x) being redistributed according to a function g(x). The

new random variable Y = g(X) then has a distribution given by

p(g- d -I ( y) a<y<b
i(y) = 

(28)

0 otherwise

where a = min [g(--), g(+o)], b = max [g(--), g(+-)].

The function g(x) is the 0-law compressor characteristic, given by

g(x) = sgn(x) V log(l+JilxJ/V)/log(I+.) (29)

where x is the input to the compressor, and V and u are constants.

Equations (27) and (29) are substituted into equation (28) to obtain

the new amplitude distribution of speech samples,

h(v) = /2 In(10) log(l+ i) A exp(- 2 V(A-l)/ou)/2oI -'<Y (30)

where A 
= 

10 y l1og(l+0)/V

The post-compression speech distribution, h(y), may now be

inserted into equation (26) to determine the entropy of the speech

samples.

Table 1 shows the results of the calculations outlined above

for N=7. ;=255, and various values of V relative to o. (Other

values of N give comparable results.) PCM encoding with or without

companding produces a data stream in which each channel bit (symbol)

conveys less than one bit of information. Therefore, more channel

bits must be transmitted for a fixed information source. The higher

channel data rate results in a loss in jam resistance as shown in
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Table 1. This table shows that entropy coding provides a

significant improvement in jam resistance over uniformly quantized
0CM samples. This improvement is due to the Laplacian distribution

of uniformly quantized samples. The table also shows that the

companded system comes very close to the maximum of seven bits per

PCM sample. Therefore ideal entropy coding can provide an increase

in jam resistance of only 0.3 to 0.6 dB over that of companded PCM

encoding. This small improvement is explained by the fact that

companding produces samples that are almost equally likely. Thus,

the w-law compander approximates an ideal entropy coder.
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SECTION 4

SPEECH APPLICATIONS OF VARIABLE-DATA-RATE TRANSMISSION

For a spread spectrum system with a fixed bandwidth, jam

resistance is inversely proportional to data rate. Therefore, any

technique that lowers the data rate required to transmit voice data

can also provide improved AJ performance in a well designed system.

Thus, the continuing emphasis on low-data-rate speech encoding for

transmission over narrowband channels has also resulted in increased

jam resistance for digitized speech. However, lowering the data

rate degrades speecn quality. The best performance is obtained by

adjusting the data rate according to the jamming level or,

equivalently, by matching the source to the channel.

Previous work in developing our variable-data-rate/variable-AJ

data link has demonstrated the practicality of directly trading data

rate for jam resistance. [Il Applications of this variable-data-

rate concept to speech coding are investigated in this section.

Variable-data-rate source coders can be divided into categories

as shown in figure 7 This section gives examples of source coders

in each of these categories and discusses their significant

characteristics. Emphasis is placed on the jam resistance provided

by these source coders and on inherent problems with implementation.

Variable-data-rate source coders that produce a sntle output data

stream rather than multiple data streami are considered here.

4.1 SOURCE CODERS THAT DO NOT INCREASE JAM RESISTANCL

Two examples of source coding that do not increase jam

resistance are packet transmission and time assignment speech

interpolation (TASI). Block diagrams and timing for these systems
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are shown in figure 8. In both examples, gaps in time are left in

the signal. These gaps allow several signals to be multiplexed to

make more effective use of the channel capacity. However, no

attempt is made to take advantage of the low average data rate to

increase jam resistance. The use of a high-peak-power transmitter

with a low duty cycle to obtain high jam resistance is not possible

because of the long (uration of the data bursts. Source coders in

this category are not considered any further because they do not

increase jam resistance.

4.2 SOURCE CODERS THAT DO INCREASE JAM RESISTANCE

In constrast to the source coders described previously, the

source coders discussed in this section transmit continuously.

Improved AJ performance is obtained by lowering the channel data

rate.

4.2.1 Externally Controlled Data Rate

The data rate of a variable-data-rate/variable-AJ coder can be

controlled externally, specifically by a feedback path from the

receiver to the transmitter. The necessity for this feedback path

limits the usefulness of this method. Another problem is that the

feedback path mus' be error-free in order to maintain

synchronization between the transmitter and receiver. Thus,

applications for this type of source coder are limited.

Nevertheless, these methods do match the information source to the

channel.

Three examples of this tyDe of variable-rate coder are shown in

figure 9. In each example, the receiver monitors performance and

returns a control signal to the transmitter. The signal lowers the
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data rate when the jamming level increases. Variable-rate encoding

is accomplished in figure 9a by selecting one of the N encoders.

For speech signals, the choices could be companded PCM at 56 khl-,

CVSD at 16 kbps, and LPC at 2.4 kbps. The variable-rate coder in

figure 9b is especially well suited to PCM transmission. In a

high-level jamming environment, the least significant bit(s) can be

eliminated, thereby lowering the data rate and increasing the jam

resistance of the bits transmitted (see figures 3 and 4). Both of

these methods automatically provide the best performance that can be

obtained with a given jamming level. These methods produce data

streams at specific discrete data rates.

The automatic repeat request (ARQ) coder in figure 9c differs

from the other two in that it generates a data stream whose rate is

a continuous function. Whenever the receiver detects a bit with a

low signal-to-jam ratio, the receiver requests the transmitter to

repeat the bit. As the jamming level increases, the information

data rate decreases automatically. There are several problems

associated with this type of system other than the requirement for

an error-free feedback path. Bit repetition causes delays,

especially when a bit must be repeated several times. Also, the jam

resistance of each transmitted bit does not change with jamming

level because the signal level and bit duration are constant.

Therefore, at very high jamming levels many bits must be repeated.

The resulting lowered overall information data rate is not utilized

to reduce the probability of error of each transmitted bit.

4.2.2 Data Rate Determined by Data

A second type of variable-data-rate/variable-AJ coder has its

data rate controlled by the data. All methods of this type provide

increased jam resistance by lowering the average data rate.
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However, the instantaneous data rate varies. The encoding methods

discussed in this section vary the number of transmitted bits per

PCM sample or per LPC speech segment. The data can be transmitted

by varying the duration of the bits and holding the PCM word (or LPC

frame) duration constant. The other choice is to hold the bit

duration constant and vary the duration of the PCM word (or LPC

frame). The choice determines whether the jam resistance of the bit

or of the PCM word (or LPC frame) is varied. Most of the methods

discussed in this section require the same jam resistance for all

bits. It is not practical to design a bit detector for bits with

variable duration unless the detector knows in advance what the bit

duration is. A transmission signal that appears to the receiver to

have random bit durations is easy to jam because the receiver does

not know when the bit begins or ends. Therefore, the encoding

methods discussed in this section assume a constant bit duration

(and constant bit rate) in the channel. This fixed channel bit rate

must be designed into the system. However, the required channel bit

rate varies with the speech signal and may not have the same average

rate that the system is designed to handle. As a result, buffers

must be added to all of these variable-data-rate encoding schemes.

These buffers smooth out short-term fluctuations in data rate but do

not solve the problem of long-term differences. The only solution

to this problem is buffer control to delete or add bits when the

buffer overflows or underflows. The buffers should be large enough

to minimize the probability of overflow or underflow, but they must

be small enough to minimize the delay between the input and output

speech signals.

4.2.2.1 Entropy Coding. Entropy coding such as Huffman coding was

discussed in section 3 for PCM transmission. Although entropy

coding did not prove to be advantageous for PCM-encoded speech, it

may be useful in other speech applications.
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Figure 10a depicts entropy coding using PCM for i1lustrative

purposes. Each word at the output of the PCM source coder ccnsists

of N bits. The entropy coder produces variable-length words wl 

average number of bits is less than N. Consequently, the Lit

duration at the output of the buffer is longer than at the input t,

the entropy coder. Longer bit duration means higher bit energy and

higher jan resistance. The buffer shown in the figure will overflc w

or underflow occasionally. Because of the robustness of speech, tA

insertion or deletion does not seriously degrade performance. itn

addition, with the proper entropy code, the entropy decoder in the

receiver recovers quickly from inserted or deleted bits and from bit

errors introduced in the channel.

For companded PCM encoding, entropy coding of the N-bit -namplcs

can reduce the data rate to provide approximately a 0.3 to 0.6 !P

improvement in jam resistance. This improvement is not worth the

additional hardware complexity required. Entropy coding of a CVSD

output data stream is capable of providing a 10-25% reduction in bit

rate (0.5-1.2 dB improvement in jam resistance). Entropy coding

in this type of system serves to reduce the time correlation of the

data stream. However, the improvement in jam resistance is aisc

small. Another possible application of entropy coding is the

transmission of LPC coefficients. Although the data rate reduction

using entropy coding has not been evaluated for LPC, experimental

results with vector quantization (a related technique that conniders

coefficient correlations and probabilities) have produced data-rate

reductions by factors as large as two (3 dB).

4.2.2.2 Use of Special Bit Sequence. Speech typically has a

preponderance of silent periods. If a special sequence of only a

few bits can be used to indicate silence, the average bit rate can
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be reduced. This concept is a modified form of entropy coding in

which the numbe- of bits required for silence (which occurs

frequently) is reduced. In order to make full use of this

technique, there should be a means for indicating the length of the

silent period within the special silence code. Although extra bits

are needed to indicate length, the reduction in bits required for

long silent periods should more than compensate for these extra

bits. For a CVSD encoder, the 1010 idle sequence indicates silence.

For a PCM encoder, the zero codeword means silence. For both

encoders, the output pattern must be distinguishable from data. The

output PCM silence pattern should also be an integer number of words

long so that word synchronization can be maintained.

Figure 10b shows this type of system. Buffer overflow and

underflow can best be handled by shortening or lengthening the

silent periods. Buffer control is necessary to anticipate overflow

and underflow and to decide whether to add or delete CVSD bits or

PCM words. Channel errors in the silence pattern can change the

length of the silent period or cause the code to be interpreted as

data. Errors elsewhere in the data stream can cause data to be

interpreted as silence. None of these errors causes serious

problems or drastic degradation of speech quality when the error

rate is not too high.

In telephone conversations between two people, non-silent

speech transmission in one direction occurs 1/3 to 1/2 of the time.

With sufficient added buffering, the improvement in jam resistance

could be as much as 3 to 4.7 dB. However, the delays associated

with this much buffering would be unacceptable. Assuming that one

person is talking more or less continuously, silent periods occur

less than 20% of the time so that the potential improvement in jam

resistance is less than 1 dB. Thus, the improvement in jam
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resistance that can be obtained using this method is highly

dependent upon the speech source. Therefore, this technique is

recommended only for applications in which short segments of speech

are interspersed with periods of silence. The theoretica! AJ

performance improvement figures stated previously will be reduoel Iy

the overhead involved in transmitting the silence pattern.

A special pattern in LPC encoding can be used to indicate that

the previous LPC frame should be repeated N times. This special

pattern should be the standard LPC frame length and should be

distinguishable from frames with speech parameters. For normal L[PC

encoding and for an average speech segment of 80 ms and a 22.5 ms

frame duration, an average of 3.6 frames per speech segment is sent.

Using a repeat pattern, the number of frames transmitted for each

speech segment is two or less. Therefore, the expected improvement

in jam resistance is ;2.5 dB.

4.2.2.3 Use of Different Number of Bits for Voiced and Unvoiced LPC

Frames. The number of LPC bits needed to represent a speech segment

depends upon whether the segment is voiced or unvoiced. Voiced

segments require 54 bits whereas unvoiced segments require only L7

bits. LPC data is normally structured to use 54 bits for all

segments.

Figure 10c shows an encoder that uses different numbers of bits

for voiced and unvoiced segments in order to reduce the averave dat-a

rate. The voiced/unvoiced bit specifies the number of bits in the

segment. An error in deciding whether a segment is voitd or

unvoiced can cause the rest of the message to be garbled.

Therefore, special precautions must be taken to ensure that tho

transmitter and receiver do not lose synchronization. Ihe ian

resistance provided for the voiced/unvoiced bit must be very high.
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Increased jam resistance can be obtained by adding redundancy and

possibly error coding. The result is that the theoretical

improvement in jam resistance is partially offset by the need for

added redundancy in the voiced/unvoiced bit. Assuming that 30% of

all speech segments are unvoiced, the theoretical increase in jam

resistance using different length frames is 0.7 dB. The net

improvement in jam resistance due to lowering the average data rate

is reduced to about 0.5 dB by the redundancy in the V/UV bit.

Therefore, this method is not recommended.

4.2.2.4 Use of Variable-Length Speech Segments for LPC [7 '8 ]

Voice data is normally divided into 22.5 ms segments for LPC

encoding. Actual speech segments average about 80 ms; they can be

as short as 4 ms or as long as 360 ms. The length of 22.5 ms is

short enough to minimize the loss of short segments but long enough

to allow good estimates of speech parameters. If segment lengths

are varied, the potential for increased jam resistance is

approximately 80/22.5 z 5.5 dB, but suitable means must be found for

implementing a system in which data is transmitted only when the

speech signal changes significantly.

One implementation approach involves devising an algorithm for

segmenting the voice waveform. This is a much more complicated

problem when handled by a computer than when done manually using a

plot of the waveform in time. The number of bits used to encode

each speech segment should also be varied according to the length of

the segment. Because the accuracy of the encoded speech parameters

for short speech segments is not as good as that for long speech

segments, fewer bits should be used for short segments. In order to

transmit this type of speech data, a header specifying segment

length and bit allocation (frame length) must be appended to each

frame. This variable frame length causes problems in maintaining
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synchronization in the presence of errors caused by jamming.

Redundancy must be added in the header to improve its jam

resistance. Assuming that the header information increases the

number of transmitted bits by 40%, the increase in jam resistance

using this method should be about 4 dB.

A somewhat different implementation approach is depicted in

figure 10d. The speech waveform is divided into the usual 22.5 ms

segments, but a frame of encoded data is transmitted only when there

is a significant change in speech parameters. This approach avoids

the difficult problem of devising an algorithm for segmenting the

speech waveform. In this case a header must also be added to

specify the number of 22.5 ms speech segments represented by each

frame of transmitted data. Assuming the same 40% increase in

transmitted data due to the header, the improvement in jam

resistance should also be about 4 dB. This approach is similar to

the use of a repeat-frame code as discussed in section 4.2.2.2. The

difference in jam resistance is due to the use of a header of 40% of

a frame length rather than a whole extra frame. Therefore, the

method described here is preferred. The improvement in jam

resistance may justify the additional complexity in implementing

this method.

4.3 CONCLUSIONS

In two-way communications with an error-free feedback path,

several techniques exist for matching a speech source to the

channel. Two techniques, source coder selection and source bit

selection, adjust the data rate in discrete steps according to the

jamming level so that performance is optimized at all jamming

levels. This ideal type of system has limited usefulness because of

the need for an error-free feedback path. A pulsed jammer also

poses a problem.
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When the jamming level is unknown at the transmitter, the

communication system cannot match the source to the channel. For
these applications, data-rate-reduction techniques provide increased

jam resistance. The techniques described require buffers to

compensate for the difference between the variable instantaneous and

average data rates. These buffers add delay and require some means

for handling overflow and underflow. Of the various techniques

tudied, only two offer a significant increase ( ; 4 dB) in jam

resistance due to a reduction in the average data rate. These two

are: non-transmission of repeated LPC segments and use of a special

bit sequence for silent periods. The latter technique is restricted

to applications where short periods of speech are interspersed with

longer periods of silence.
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SECTION 5

SPEECH APPLICATIONS OF MULTIPLE-DATA-RATE TRANSMISSION

Our previously designed variable-data-rate/variable-AJ system

can simultaneously transmit three data streams at three different

data rates with three different amounts of jam resistance. This

capability is achieved by a signaling structure in which various

spread spectrum techniques are combined in different ways for each

of the data streams. The application of this multiple-data-rate/

multiple-AJ concept to speech encoding is discussed in this section.

5.1 AJ PERFORMANCE OF MULTIPLE-DATA-STREAM SPEECH CODERS

In addition to the obvious method of simultaneously

transmitting the outputs of several speech coders such as PCM, CVSD

and LPC, several speech encoding methods that produce two data

streams have been described in the literature. The source coders

for these methods are depicted in figure 11. In all of these

methods, the lower-rate data stream requires more jamming protection

than the higher-rate data stream. Hence, all of these methods are

possible source coding candidates for use with a multiple-data-rate/

multiple-AJ spread spectrum system in a jamming environment.

In the presence of jamming, errors occur first in the high-data-rate

bit stream and cause some degradation of voice quality. As the

jamming level increases further, the number of errors in the high-

data-rate bit stream increases until that data stream conveys no

information. Speech quality is then determined by the information

conveyed by the low-data-rate bit stream.

The multiple-data-stream encoders being considered transmit the

same data regardless of the jamming level. Therefore, the source is

not matched to the channel. Some inherent loss in AJ performance
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occurs at high jamming levels because some of the transmitter power

is wasted on the high-data-rate stream which contains so many errors

that it conveys no information. The advantage of multiple-data-

stream encoding is the large range over which speech quality varies

with jamming level without the need for a feedback path.*

The multiple-data-stream speech coders depicted in figure 11

are described in the following paragraphs.

5 1.1 Residual Excited LPC

LPC encoding imparts a mechanical quality to the reconstructed

speech signal because LPC does not attempt to reconstruct the speech

waveform. Although the predictor section of the algorithm tries to

duplicate the waveform, the predictor in the receiver is excited

artificially by either white noise or pulses at the pitch period.

The result is an unnatural sound in the voice output.

Residual excited LPC provides improved quality over standard

LPC encoding. As indicated in figure 11a, the difference between

the actual waveform and the predicted waveform is encoded

separately, perhaps using PCM, and multiplexed with the predictor

coefficients for transmission. In the receiver, the high-data-rate

residual data is used to excite the predictor specified by the

low-data-rate predictor coefficients. Consequently, a better

reconstruction of the waveform is obtained, and the output speech

sounds more natural.

*Some of the coding methods depicted in figure 11 could make use of
jamming-level feedback to match the source to the channel and
provide even better performance.
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Performance in a jamming environment depends upon the method of

recombining the two data streams in the receiver. When the

high-data-rate bit stream is heavily jammed, it is desirable to

detect this condition and then use only the low-data-rate LPC data

to generate the output signal. With this type of receiver,

excellent speech quality can be obtained when the jamming level is

low, and fair to good speech quality can be obtained using standard

LPC when the jamming level is high.

5.1.2 Baseband Coder

The baseband coder (voice-excited coder) shown in figure 77b

also provides improved quality over LPC-encoded speech. High- and

low-frequency components are encoded separately. The low-frequency

components are encoded using a waveform coding technique such as

PCM, thereby generating a high-data-rate bit stream. The high-

frequency components are encoded using LPC, thereby producing a

low-data-rate bit stream. The combined data rate is typically about

9.6 kbps.

In the presence of jamming, the method of generating the output

signal in the receiver should be modified according to the jamming

level. The basic method described for the residual excited LPC

receiver also applies to the baseband coder receiver. Such a

receiver provides graceful degradation of speech quality with

increased jamming.

5.1.3 Adaptive Transform Coding With Side Information

As seen in figure 11c, the first step is to take the discrete

cosine transform of a segment of data. Side information, which is

generated using LPC, is transmitted at a low data rate and is also
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used to determine the method of quantizing and encoding the

transform coefficients which are transmitted at a high data rate.

This method provides very good speech quality at about 9.6 kbps.

Each type of data transmitted requires a different amount of

jam resistance. Existing algorithms use error-correction coding to

provide increased jamming protection for some data. The use of

multiple data streams allows the jam resistance of each type of data

to be adjusted as required. Multiple-data-stream transmission may

provide better performance over a wide range of jamming levels.

5.1.4 Embedded Transmission

An example of embedded transmission is shown in figure 11d.

The input signal is encoded using a CVSD algorithm at some rate,

perhaps 16 kbps. The difference between the input and the CVSD

reconstructed signal is encoded using PCM. The output bit rate of

the PCM encoder is higher and depends upon the number of PCM bits

per sample.

Without jamming, speech quality is equivalent to that of PCM

encoding. As the jamming level increases, the errors in the PCM bit

stream should be detected, and the method of combining the bit

streams should be modified. At high jamming levels, the PCM bit

stream should be disregarded so that performance is determined by

the CVSD encoder.

5.2 FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS

For all of the methods described, the manner of recombining the

two data streams in the receiver needs to be optimized to obtain the
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best possible speech quality at all jamming levels. Optimization of

the speech coder and signal reconstruction methods in the receiver
will require considerable effort. This optimization must be based

on subjective evaluation of speech quality. MITRE's Audio Signal

Conversion Laboratory and Corporate Research Computer Facility

provide the means for computer simulation of the coding methods
shown in figure 11. After optimization of speech quality using

these facilities, breadboards and/or our variable-data-rate/

variable-AJ data link system will be used to demonstrate performance

in a jamming environment.
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SECTION 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Bit weighting and mean-square error coding have been

investigated for their ability to provide different amounts of jam

resistance for the bits in a PCM-encoded data stream. Bit weighting

provides about a 9 dB increase in jam resistance for 7-bit companded

PCM. When the bit weighting method is compared with the simpler

method of dropping bits, the AJ improvement is not as great. The

major advantage of bit weighting is near-optimum performance over a

wide range of jamming levels. Error-correction coding with a

mean-square error criterion does not improve performance.

Several anti-jam techniques that exploit the special

characteristics of speech to reduce the average channel data rate

have been studied. All of these techniques require buffers to

handle the variations in data rates and special provisions for

handling overflow and underflow. Entropy coding increases the jam

resistance of companded PCM by less than 1 dB. Two techniques that

may increase jam resistance by approximately 4 dB are 1) non-

transmission of repeated LPC segments, and 2) use of a special bit

sequence for silent periods in applications where short periods of

speech are interspersed with longer periods of silence.

Matching a speech source to a jamming channel provides the best

possible performance, but it requires an error-free feedback path

from the receiver to the transmitter to optimize the source coder to

the jamming level. The need for this feedback path and problems

caused by a pulsed jammer limit the usefulness of this concept.

Nevertheless, several source-coding methods for obtaining this ideal

performance have been described, assuming that suitable applications

exist.
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In the absence of a feedback path, multiple-data-stream speech

encoding offers the possibility of good performance over a %ide

range of jamming levels. Several such encoders have been identifieo

for investigation next year. Optimization of the encoder and

determination of the best way to recombine the data streams in the

receiver require considerable study.

Facilities for computer simulation of speech algorithms have

been constructed and utilized as part of this program. These

facilities will be used much more extensively in next year's

investigation of multiple-data-stream speech encoding methods.
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APPENDIX

SPEECH PROCESSING FACILITY

The purpose of this facility is to provide a simple and

flexible environment for the development, test, and evaluation of

digital signal processing algorithms for audio band signals (below

20 kHz). In particular, the laboratory was developed primarily for

processing voice band signals (below 5 kHz). With very few

exceptions, processing functions are currently limited to monaural

half-duplex operation.

The Audio Signal Conversion Laboratory (ASCL) is an extension

to the Corporate Research Computer Facility (CRCF). The primary

processing system for the CRCF is a Digital Equipment Corporation

VAX 11/780 which hosts the Digital Systems Corporation DSC200 signal

conversion system in the ASCL. The Digital Systems Corporation

DMA11 provides the physical interface between the VAX/UNIBUS and the

DSC200/XBUS. This system is pictured in figure A-I.

Equipment within the ASCL currently consists of

* Infinity RS two-way speaker systeme

* Klark-Teknik graphic equalizers

* Frequency Devices 901F lowpass filters, (4, 2 with
batteries)

• TEAC A-2340SX four-channel tape recorder

* Technics RS-M270X cassette recorder

* Marantz PMD-340 portable cassette recorder

* Jenson JE-11S-L balancing transformers

* DSC240 monaural amplifier and power supply
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Figure A-Ia. Audio Signal Conversion Laboratory

Figure 1-Ab. Corporate Research Computer Facility

Figure A-1. Facilities
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--------- -

" DSC200 signal conversion system
mono A/D board
stereo D/A board
stereo data buffer module
enclosure and power supply

" DSC DMA11 interface

* Sennheiser HMD224X headset

0 Realistic NOVA40 headphones

* Tektronix type 545A oscilloscope

* General Radio random noise generator

* General Radio 1310-B oscillator

* Digital Electronics Corporation VT-1O0 terminal

* Digital Engineering VT-640 retro-graphics terminal

In addition to the equipment located in the ASCL, a Digital

Equipment Corporation RM03 disk drive was purchased for use with

this system. Magnetic tape drives with the VAX computer are also

used in system operation. Figure A-2 shows the hardware

configuration.

Software support for the system consists of the UNIX operating

system for the VAX computer, the Interactive Laboratory System (ILS)

software package for signal processing and speech analysis, and the

ASCL software library of special purpose programs. Many programs

have already been written or obtained from other sources for the

ASCL library.
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